The Blossom Ridge Mission: To provide an inspirational introduction to the origin of creativity and Biblical Creation. To help
discover the epic passion that our Creator has for each one of us.

To build faith that encourages the use of our God-given passions
and gifts. To remind others to consider His works of creation as
part of our worship. And to reveal the glory of our Creator!

Psalm 77:1 invites us to consider all God’s works and great deeds.

And there is a wonderful reason for it! Before the Beginning...God
Designed is an inspirational introduction to Biblical Creation. The
book gives the reader a starting point in considering the amazing world
around us in a new and thoughtful way.

“I highly recommend,
Before the Beginning
for exciting, truthful reading.”
Bob Devine, MBI Nature Corner
234 Page Paperback:
ISBN 13: 978-0-9884652-3-7
eBook ISBN 13: 978-0-9884652-0-6
Discussion Guide
ISBN 13: 978-0-9884652-2-0

Abiding in our Creator—searching for Him, helps us to draw near and
experience the freedom that He has for us. Romans 1:18-19 teaches
that it’s not a good idea to hide truth. Science, politics, industry and
even religion can veil creation origins. Recognizing the “Who” behind
creation helps us to keep the big picture perspective in today’s
uncertain times.
With the help of the Holy Spirit, we begin to understand who our
Designer God is. As our understanding grows, it restores in us our
capacity for childlike wonder!

- Leader’s Guide available for fall 2013. Works well in a 12
or 24 week Sunday school or discussion group format.
- Now taking speaking requests. See website for topic list.
- Got Awe? Sign up for our free inspirational eNewsletter.

Promoting a Biblical World View Perspective
www.blossomridgebooks.com
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